
For instructional video, 
visit www.summerinfant.com/3Dmicro 

or scan code. 



components:

Stroller replacement parts:

rear wheels
front wheels
carry bag
canopy

  32903-22
 32903-24
 32903-07
 32903-10

IMPORTANT! Before assembly, inspect this product 
for damaged hardware, loose joints or missing 
parts. Never use if any parts are missing or broken.!
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StrollerA

A

Carry bag 
(on certain models only)

Front wheel 

B

B
C

C

2x
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features:

storage basket

brakes

canopy

5-pt safety harness

harness covers

buckle

footrest

front wheels

soft handles

fold release buttons

rear wheels

fold lock

fold release button

seat recline clip

fold release button
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unfolding stroller

1

2

3 4

!
NOTE: When 
opening the stroller, 
ensure that your
child, or other 
children, are at a 
safe distance.

To open, lift up on the fold lock.

Once unlocked, spread the back of  
stroller open.

Quickly pull up stroller by the  
handle bars until it clicks into  
fully open position.

Make sure handles are fully extended into 
the highest position.  

 

click!

click!

Once handle is
locked into 

highest handle 
position pull up 

on the crossbar 
to lock it. 

Look for this label on both sides of the frame to 
check that the frame is LOCKED in OPEN position. 

GREEN MUST be fully visible in window.
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attaching wheels

Insert wheels into front mounts as shown.
Repeat on other mount.
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Pinch the seat recline clip on back of stroller and slide recline clip along webbing
to adjust the seat recline.

To adjust handle height,
press the 2 fold release buttons
and pull handle to desired height. 

 

 

adjusting the seat recline 

adjusting handle height

1

2

3
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canopy

To use canopy: pull forward to open and push back to close. 

Press both brake levers down to lock both rear wheels.  
Lift the foot pedal up to unlock the rear wheels.

brakes
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 locking/unlocking 5 point safety harness:

 tightening and loosening the 5-point safety harness:

slide to tighten slide to loosen
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folding the stroller:

1
To fold the stroller, lock the rear brakes, close the canopy, and remove your child. 

Squeeze button on cross bar between the handles and press down.

2 Press the 2 thumb release buttons on the ends of  the handles and press handles 
down past the 3 handle height positions.
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For instructional video,  visit www.summerinfant.com/3Dmicro  or scan code. 



folding the stroller:

3

54
 Fasten the fold lock.  Press sides of  stroller together.

click!
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With fingers placed under the hooks, 
push down completely on the stroller 
handle then push the stroller forward 
towards the ground.
 



carry bag (on certain models only)

1
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To store stroller, insert into carry bag.  

Squeeze and slide button on string to close the bag.

1

2



Summer Infant stands behind all of its products. If you  
are not completely satisfied or have any questions,
please contact our Consumer Relations Team at
1-401-671-6551 or www.summerinfant.com/contact

Summer Infant (USA), Inc.
1275 Park East Drive
Woonsocket, RI 02895 USA 
1-401-671-6551
© 2019 Summer Infant (USA), Inc.

Colors and styles may vary.
MADE IN CHINA.
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to remove wheels 

1

 To remove front wheels, push
tab and pull wheel off.

To remove rear wheels, use a pen or tool to 
push in the button and pull wheel off.


